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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-516): Accessing Data with Microsoft .NET Framework 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	
	
		This training kit is designed for developers who write or support applications that access
	
		data written in C# or Visual Basic using Visual Studio 2010 and the Microsoft .NET
	
		Framework 4.0 and who also plan to take the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist
	
		(MCTS) exam 70-516. Before you begin using this kit, you...
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Becoming FunctionalO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you have an imperative (and probably object-oriented) programming background, this hands-on book will guide you through the alien world of functional programming. Author Joshua Backfield begins slowly by showing you how to apply the most useful implementation concepts before taking you further into functional-style concepts and...
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Web Navigation: Designing the User ExperienceO'Reilly, 1998

	
		Web Navigation: Designing the User Experience offers the first in depth look at designing web site navigation. Author Jennifer Fleming offers design strategies to help you uncover solutions that work for your site and audience.Acclaimed Web design author Lynda Weinman says in the foreword to this book: "Kudos to Fleming...
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Go Web ProgrammingManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go Web Programming teaches you how to build scalable, high-performance web applications in Go using modern design principles.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	...
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Sterile Filtration: A Practical ApproachCRC Press, 2000

	This book focuses on sterilizing grade filters in the biopharmaceutical industry, emphasizing practical applications of universal and dependable operational protocols, integrity testing, and troubleshooting to streamline the production and preparation of pharmaceuticals.

	

	Addresses the complexities of globalizing redundancy in...
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Modern Statistical Methods for Astronomy: With R ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Modern astronomical research is beset with a vast range of statistical challenges, ranging from reducing data from megadatasets to characterizing an amazing variety of variable celestial objects or testing astrophysical theory. Linking astronomy to the world of modern statistics, this volume is a unique resource, introducing astronomers to...
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Developing Scalable Series 40 Applications : A Guide for Java Developers (Nokia Mobile Developer)Addison Wesley, 2004
The First Official End-To-End  Solutions Guide for Every Nokia Series 40 Developer

Nokia's Series 40 Developer Platform gives Java developers  access to the world's highest-volume, fastest-growing, and most exciting mobile  markets. Nokia sells close to 100 million units...
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Pro Visual Studio Team System with Team Edition for Database Professionals, Second EditionApress, 2007
It is clear that Visual Studio Team System is the future of development from Microsoft’s perspective. Development is no longer a personal pursuit by one developer in a darkened room; it is a collective effort by a team of peers. VSTS supports this broader vision by providing a complete collaboration platform for the entire project team. VSTS...
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OOP: Building Reusable Components with Microsoft  Visual Basic  .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
When Microsoft introduced an alpha version of the Microsoft  .NET Framework to a small group of developers, the developers were immediately  excited. Those of us attending this kickoff meeting understood the vision of  .NET right away:

	
    A common language runtime   

    

...
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Behavioral Biometrics: A Remote Access ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the advent of the internet as a medium for performing business transactions, the need for a secure communication channel has never been more paramount. The study of behavioral biometrics - the verification and/or identification of individuals based on the way they provide information to an authentication system - originated from the need...
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Studies in Complexity and Cryptography: Miscellanea on the Interplay between Randomness and ComputationSpringer, 2011

	This volume contains a collection of studies in the areas of complexity theory and
	foundations of cryptography. These studies were conducted at different times
	during the last couple of decades. Although many of these studies have been
	referred to by other works, none of them was formally published before.


	Indeed, this volume...
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Corrosion Prevention and Protection: Practical SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	There are many books and monographs on corrosion, such as Corrosion and Corrosion Control by H. H. Uhlig and R. W. Revie; Corrosion Engineering by M. G. Fontana and N. D. Greene; Principles and Prevention of Corrosion by D. A. Jones; An Introduction to Corrosion and Protection of Metals by G. Wranglen; and Corrosion for Science and...
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